CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL, NOIDA
MONTHLY REPORT FOR JANUARY 2021
SCHOOL EVENTS
REPUBLIC DAY 2021
The 72nd Republic Day at Cambridge School, Noida was celebrated with patriotic zeal and fervor. It was
organised and telecast on the virtual platform YouTube. The programme began with the somber notes of
Vande Mataram followed by the flag hoisting ceremony by the Principal, Ms. Preeti Sangwan. She later
addressed the parents, students and teachers present on the occasion highlighting the importance of
Republic Day and mentioned in her speech the significance of the Constitution and how it was the duty of
all citizens to uphold its values.
The enthusiastic choir sang a patriotic number Sadbhavana, under the guidance of Mr. Gunjan Jha.
Messages from the Head Boys and Head Girls of Senior and Junior wings were telecast. Dr. Kalyani Roy,
Secretary, SAE in her address conveyed her best wishes to all the students and teachers on the occasion
and reminded them about the importance of Republic Day. A colourful collage of patriotic songs, dances, a
tabla recital and a melodious song and dance by the junior wing students formed part of the cultural
bouquet to remind us of the unity in diversity of our great nation. The Chief Guest Mr. Deepak Mishra, in
his address highlighted the values one must imbibe to become good citizens of the nation. The function
created a patriotic mood and a feeling of national pride.
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REPUBLIC DAY ACTIVITIES
The 72nd Republic Day at Cambridge School, Noida was organised on the virtual Platform with patriotic zeal
and fervor. In the run up to the Republic Day Celebrations, several activities were conducted in the school
on 25th January 2021. They were as follows:
CLASSES XI C &D
A paper presentation was organized for class XI on the topic The Need and the Role of Nuclear Energy
in India. A team of 5 students presented their views on the topic and discussed the importance of Nuclear
energy as an alternate source of energy. They explained the working of a nuclear power plant and the
challenges faced while using nuclear energy. The students shed light on the Nuclear power plants already
working in India at present. The session came to an end with an interactive discussion on NPT (Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty) and NSG (Nuclear Supplies Group) followed by a quiz on Nuclear Energy.
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CLASS: XI A & B (COMMERCE AND ECONOMICS)
A group activity was conducted on the topic Agricultural Supply Chain for the students of Classes XI A
and B (Commerce and Economics). Students were divided into two groups. Group A focused on the
problems in the existing agricultural chain and Group B discussed the possible solutions in terms of
Cooperatives in detail with a case study pertaining to Assam. The response of the students was
commendable, and it was evident that they had done a thorough research on the subject.

CLASS IX
As part of Republic Day Celebrations, the students of Class IX were engaged in an invigorating discussion
in their respective classes. The students shared the vision of the eminent scientist and visionary leader Dr.
APJ Abdul Kalam. A lively discussion which focused on what Dr. Kalam had envisioned for India and its
youth ended with the learnings from the life of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.

CLASS – VIII
On 25th January 2021, a discussion was held on the theme of the movie I Am Kalam. After watching the
clips of the movie, the students of Class VIII shared their views and opinions on casteism and how it is still
prevalent in our society. It was also discussed that everyone has certain goals in life and that one should
never stop dreaming big and must work hard to fulfil them. In conclusion students were told not to
discriminate anybody based on their background and caste, and to never stop chasing their dreams.
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SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON NATIONAL YOUTH DAY
To celebrate the birthday of Swami Vivekananda, who was one of the biggest spiritual and social leaders of
India, the students of class XI-E organized a special assembly. A video was uploaded a day prior and it
was played by all the classes on 12th January 2021.
The video included a talk on the life of Swami Vivekananda and the significance of National Youth Day.
This was followed by a skit which had its setting in a classroom. The skit enlightened all about the point of
view of different young minds and how someone as young as them can do their part for the country. The
skit also focussed on letting go of the prejudices which have been planted in our minds by the society. It
was a very informative assembly.

MUSIC CONCERT FOR CLASS VI
A series of music concerts were organised by the Art, Dance and Music Department from July 2020
onwards to uplift the spirit of the students and maintain their enthusiasm during the pandemic. These
events have been a grand success with equal participation from students as well as their families
(parents/grandparents). The first concert was organised for Classes XI and XII followed by other classes in
descending order and concluded with Class VI.
The last concert for this academic year was held on 16th January 2020, Saturday from 4:30 to 6:30 PM via
MS Teams. The Principal, Vice-Principal, Coordinators, Class Teachers, students of Class VI and their
families graced the occasion. Around 50 students attended the concert. After the performances by the
students and their families, the Principal, Ms. Preeti Sangwan lauded the efforts of the students and
encouraged them to imbibe our cultural heritage through such activities.
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CLUB ACTIVITIES

INTERACT CLUB ACTIVITIES
On 28th January 2021, the Interact Club of Cambridge School, Noida gifted sweaters to 20 students under
the Alokit Shiksha Abhiyan. These students are being taught by the schoolteachers periodically. Keeping
in mind our school’s motto We Learn to Serve, members of the Interact Club along with the teachers of
Cambridge School, Noida contributed and purchased the sweaters. All the students were very happy to
receive the sweaters.

CLASS IX, X – LITERARY AND DEBATE CLUB (JANUARY 2021)
Presentation
The students put forth their views on the videos shared by them. This was followed by comprehensive
discussions on the video content.
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ATAL TINKERING LAB JANUARY 2021
Offline Sessions
Three offline sessions were conducted during the month of January 2021
A drone making session was organized on 12th January and 14th January 2021 in the school. 17 students
from classes VI-IX participated in the activity. Students learnt the basics of aerodynamics, the concepts
behind flying of drone, Classification of drones based on structure and the assembly of a flight frame. The
students assembled and soldered various components and did some basic designing using Autodesign
software. Students calibrated the drone and did the flight test in the school’s playground. The third session
was conducted on 3D printing. 15 Students from class VI-IX participated in the activity. They learnt about
designing various objects using a 3D designing software.
Online Sessions
Six online sessions were conducted for the students of Classes VI- IX. Toolkits/equipment kits containing
10 microelectronic items for the students were prepared so that the children could have a hands-on
experience of the activities while attending the sessions online. On an average 25 students participated in
the sessions throughout the month. The sessions covered identification and understanding the usage of
various components which were present in the kits handed over to students. They learnt to glow the LEDs
and working of a buzzer using Arduino Uno. Children learnt coding in “C” language with the help of
ARDUINO (simulations) in Tinker CAD circuit, the function of LDR, the codes behind LDR programming
and their usage. The sessions were interactive and informative. Students actively participated in the
activities.
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WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS FOR STUDENTS
THIRD LANGUAGE WORKSHOP: DRAMATIZATION OF POETRY
A workshop on Dramatization of Poetry was conducted by the students and teachers of Cambridge
School, Srinivaspuri on 27th January 2021 for the students of classes VI-VIII taking Sanskrit, French and
German. It was attended by 29 students of Cambridge School, Noida along with Ms. Vimal Tyagi, Ms.
Neelam Sharma, Ms. Sanya Panjrath. Creating drama based on poetry is an exciting language learning
experience. It employs a multi-sensory approach to language acquisition by involving third language
learners physically, emotionally, and cognitively in the language learning process. The use of poetry as
drama in a foreign language classroom enables the students to explore the linguistic and conceptual
aspects of the written text without concentrating on the mechanics of language. The students experiment
with non-verbal communicative aspects of language (body language, gestures, and facial expressions), as
well as verbal aspects (intonation, rhythm, stress, slang, and idiomatic expressions), while interpreting the
poems. The students begin to feel the language and gain the confidence to interact outside the classroom
using the target language.

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR TEACHERS
Date

Topic
Peer Relations

Conducted
By
CBSE

Attended
By
Ms. Sunetra
Banerjee,
Ms. Roomki
Mitra

15th
Jan 21

18th
Jan
2021

Assessment in
Mathematics

Ms. Deepti
Sharma

Ms.
Madhumita
Ray,
Mr. Rohit
Dhingra
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Learning
Objectives
The
importance of
Peer relations
across life
span.
The role of
Teachers
especially
Primary
teachers to
foster healthy
peer relations
among
students.
The
complexities
and dynamics
of forming
strong peer
relationship.
To understand
Bloom’s
Taxonomy
about
Assessment.
To understand
3 key words
Assessment of
learning.
Assessment
as learning,
Assessment
for learning.
To understand
about
Blueprint,

Implementation
in Classrooms
Peer
relationships
provide a unique
context in which
students develop
range of critical
socioemotional
skills like
empathy,
cooperation,
problem solving
strategies.

We can
implement the
method of
assessment with
the appropriate
Rubrics.
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20th
Jan
2021

ICT Integration in
teaching of History

CBSE-COE
NOIDA
Ms. Yogita
Kapil,
Principal,
Delhi Public
School

Ms. Kusum
Lata

21st
Jan
2021

Universal Design
Learning

CBSE

Ms. Sanya
Panjrath

21st
Jan
2021

Happy Classroom

Ms. Deepa
Bhatt

Ms. Mitali
Sengupta

21st
Jan
2021

Universal Design
Learning for Multilevel
Instructions

CBSE
Ms. Mitali
Ms. Swapna Sengupta
Nair,
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Rubrics of the
Assessment
and the
assessment
by the
students using
the Rubrics.
To enable
teachers to
use ICT to
introduce,
reinforce,
supplement
and extend
skills.

UDL guides
the design of
learning
experiences to
proactively
meet the
needs of all
learners.
To help the
students to
discover the
joy of learning.
To ensure
balanced
consumption
of physical
and mental
energy
To create a
happy
classroom.
To use a
variety of
teaching

During the Online
classes PPT,
Google maps,
Quiz on MS
Forms, online
assignments,
Wheel of names,
documentaries,
videos,
educational
games etc.
helped in making
class more
interactive and
joyful.
ICT helps
teachers to make
online
assignments and
keep their
records. Through
video calls PTM
became more
fruitful.
ICT helped in the
process of
assessment and
evaluation.
Developing
lesson plans for
children with
learning and
thinking
differences.

Celebrating
Achievement and
Success.
Teaching SelfConfidence.
Building Positive
Relationships.
Developing
Coping Skills.

Choices offered
to students to
demonstrate their
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Principal,
Arwachin
Public
School

22nd
Jan
2021

Teaching
COE, Noida
strategies/methodologies Dr. Sharbari
in Biology
Banerjee,
Principal
Aster Public
School,
Noida

Ms. Susmita
Dey

22nd
Jan
2021

Teaching of Drama in
English

CBSE
Ms. SUNIL
Athley

Ms. Anubha
Rawat

25th
Jan
2021

Assessment in Physics

Mr. R.C
Pandey

Dr. Hemant
K. Singh
Ms. Nishtha
Agarwal
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methods to
remove any
barriers to
learning.
To give all
students equal
opportunities
to succeed.
To create a
rich learning
environment.
To incorporate
different
methodologies
in teaching
Biology.
Integrate
different
subjects in art
integrated
learning.
To engage
students in the
process of
teaching learning.
To develop
and nurture
critical
thinking,
creativity and
connectivity in
students.
To relate the
topic with the
real world.
To use
different
procedural
drama
strategies and
the benefits of
using drama in
the classroom.
Innovative
methods could
be used to test
knowledge.
Questions
should be
designed to
check the
conceptual
knowledge.
Well-designed
assessment
can encourage
active
learning.

knowledge.
Equal
opportunities
given to students
to succeed.
Building in
flexibility that can
be adjusted for
every student’s
strengths and
needs.
Peer teaching
planned for
revision.
Quizzes prepared
by teacher as
well as by
students are
incorporated in
normal classes.
Presentation by
student on a
given topic was
done in class XI
and XII.
Some students
have grown onion
by hydroponics
and used the
leaves also.

Implementation in
Classrooms:
Roleplay, Miming
(class IX)

Mentimeter which
is a tool designed
to take online
quiz can be used
in classrooms.
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COMPETITIONS AND ACTIVITIES

DATE
7th
January,
2021

WINNERS OF ONLINE INTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND COMPETITIONS
(JANUARY 2021)
CONDUCTED
NAME OF THE
NAME OF THE
CLASS POSITION
BY
COMPETITION
STUDENTS
Sheoran
Inter School
VIII E
I Position
International
Declamation
School
Competition

Shohini Roy
19th
January
2021

Google, LLC

Google India - Code
to Learn

X-C

Finalist
(certificate of
achievement by
Google)

IX-C

RANK 7th
(INTERNATIONA
L) & RANK 4th
(ZONAL)
He is also been
awarded with
Zonal Bronze
Medal + Gifts
Worth Rs. 1000/+ Certificate of
Zonal Excellence.

Shivang Agarwal
th

7
December
2020

SOF
International
General
Knowledge
Olympiad

International
General Knowledge
Olympiad

Vaibhav Kumar
Results of Competitions compiled by Ms. Pragati Sharma

ACHIEVEMENTS
SWACHH SURVEKSHAN AWARD 2021

Kshitij Vedi of Cambridge School, Noida was awarded the First Prize in the Swachh Citizen Contest held on
various parameters in the city of Noida under Swachh Survekshan, 2021 for outstanding performance in
Jingle making. Besides a Certificate, a cash prize of Rs 21,000- was given to him by Smt. Ritu Maheshwari,
CEO, Noida Authority, at Indira Gandhi Kala Kendra, Sector 6, Noida on 4th January 2021.
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BUDDING JOURNALIST
Article by Soumyata Ghosh of Class VII of Cambridge School, Noida published in the newspaper.

INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIAD SILVER AWARD
Prakhar Gupta of Class VIII won the Silver Award in the International Foundation Science Olympiad.
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ALL INDIA TEACHERS’ QUIZ

WhysoQRIOus All India Teachers’ Quiz was held on 22nd January,2021. Of the 300 teachers who
participated in the preliminary round, ten finalists were selected for the final round. Nishtha Agarwal, TGT
Physics of Cambridge School, Noida secured 3rd position in the event.

Sd/-

Sd/-

Prepared by : Ms. Kakolee Sengupta
(TGT, English)

Checked by: Ms. Nandita Sinha Roy
Vice Principal (Academics)
Sd/Ms. Preeti Sangwan
Principal
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